
IHA Tulln "Crufts Qualifikation" 
Flat Coated Retriever
 

   Richter: Whyte Frank
 

Rüden - Jüngstenklasse

1583 - NAPADA'S WONDERFUL VICTORY
Besitzer: PAWLAK-SZYMCZAK MONIKA

Vater: KVICKSANS FOR YOUR EYES ONLY

Mutter: NAPADA'S NATURE'S FLOWER

Zuchtbuchnummer: NO40756/17

Wurftag: 18.03.2017

very nice onepiece head with good eye colour, adequate neck, good bone and very good

feet, correct rib and well angled rear, racy in outline, good size for his age, moved with

very good front action, still needs time to develop more strength in the rear, well set tail

which he uses, very promising youngster who is presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND

 

Rüden - Jugendklasse

1584 - SHELLFIELDS A FUNNY HEARTBREAKER
Besitzer: SIMETINGER SABRINA

Vater: FLATAHOLICS ALL OR NOTHING

Mutter: GILLIAN`S CHOICE CRAZY DYNAMITE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2082

Wurftag: 18.12.2016

masculine dog with correct skull stop and balanced foreface, very good bone depth and

length of rib, good size and tail well set happy and outgoing, needs to steady on the

move to more coordinated also as racy and presented in good body condition, prefer the

hocks more let down, needs to strengthen at his rear action, 

Bewertung: V3

 

1585 - DIAMANTE BLU NELLA MIA STANZA
Besitzer: BOLFOVA JANA

Vater: ALMANZA BURBERRY GOODIEBAG

Mutter: DIAMANTE BLU LUMOS MAXIMA

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/5272

Wurftag: 01.12.2016



most promising youngster who is racy balanced and holds a firm outline both standing

and on the move, quality bone and good feet, steady and positive in his front and rear

action, balanced onepiece head with good eye and expression, well presented, 

Bewertung: V1, JB

 

1586 - BENJO SUNNY BOY VOM PARADIESGARTL
Besitzer: RICAR ANNEMARIE

Vater: ANGELUSPARKS IV JAY GATSBY

Mutter: ALMANZA CIRCLE OF LIFE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2019

Wurftag: 29.08.2016

youngster of very good quality who is racy and balanced, has quality bone, correct ribs

and well angled rear, very good head and expression, stands on very good feet, holds a

balanced outline when covering the ground with good front and rear action, in good body

and coat condition, should have bright future, 

Bewertung: V2

 

Rüden - Zwischenklasse

1587 - GILLIAN`S CHOICE HEAD OVER HEELS
Besitzer: Buchgraber Franz

Vater: TORPEDOS THE BEST OF DREAMS

Mutter: GILLIAN`S CHOICE BLACK PASSION

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1915

Wurftag: 24.10.2015

onepiece masculine head of good shape, well set ears, good neck into well layed

shoulder, good bone and feet, balanced racy body and well angled rear, moved freely

holding a good outline, presented in good coat and condtion, just needs time to fillin the

frame, has lots potential, 

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

 

1588 - FLATAHOLICS CELTIC PRINCE
Besitzer: KÖCHER ANDREAS

Vater: ALMANZA GET A GRIP

Mutter: FLATAHOLICS ALL INCLUSIVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1976

Wurftag: 13.02.2016

dog is well up to size but is balanced as racy, has a good head piece, very good legs and

feet, covers the ground with great ease, tail is well set carrying a little on the high side on



the moment, firm in his outling going to need time to fillin the frame, 

Bewertung: V4

 

1589 - FUNSTUFF FOOLS RUSH IN
Besitzer: Krenn Jürgen

Vater: CACI'S HIT THE ROAD JACK

Mutter: CACI'S LOVE-LETTER TO VIENNA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1939

Wurftag: 11.01.2016

a dog of good size shape and overall balance, well proportioned head with good ears

set, moderate neck into well layed shoulder, good bone, well set tail which he uses,

covers the ground freely with good outline,  just needs strengthen more in his rear action,

would prefer slightly tighter feet,

Bewertung: V3

 

1590 - DIAMANTE BLU LE PRIME LUCI DEL MATTINO
Besitzer: SCARPA LUCIA

Vater: CASTLEROCK SIMPLY MAGIC

Mutter: DIAMANTE BLU ALOHOMORA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ROI 16/48188

Wurftag: 23.01.2016

very good quality masculine head, well placed ears of good size, good neck into well

assambled front, quality bone and very good feet, like his depth and length of rib, srong

in his loin, well angled rear, good tailset and action, covered the ground freely with very

good width in his rear action, just prefer a little more front reach going round but holds a

very balanced outline, presented in very good coat and condition

Bewertung: V1, CACA, CACIB, BOS

 

Rüden - Offene Klasse

1591 - GILLIAN`S CHOICE EVER FRIENDS
Besitzer: HARTENBERGER KATRIN

Vater: GILLIAN'S CHOICE A BEAUTIFUL MIND

Mutter: CACI'S GILLIANS AND CHOICE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1721

Wurftag: 30.04.2014

masculine well proportioned head with good ears set, adeqaute neck, well alayed,

shoulder, good bone, like his length of rib, well developed rear, like his hocks a little more

layed down, presented in good body condition and correct coat texture, mmoved freely



with steady action, would prefer more front reach, holds a nice outline but can carry his

tail a little on the higher side, 

Bewertung: V3

 

1592 - SUSEDALENS REMINGTON SENDERO
Besitzer: SMUTNA LENKA

Vater: STEELRIVER BLAZIN HOT AT BLACKTOFT

Mutter: SUSEDALENS CARRIE BROADSHAW

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/4217

Wurftag: 16.04.2013

masculine head, one piece with good eye, but prefer a little more indentation in the stop,

well placed ears, good neck, good bone and very good feet, correct rib, well developed

rear , in very good coat and condition, prefer hocks a little bit more laid down, happy and

outgoing, covered the ground well, with steady gait, would prefer a little more drive and

reach

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

 

1593 - ENYO VOM STIFT WILHERING
Besitzer: HAUER MANFRED

Vater: MISS MALLORYS FAVOURITE DANCER

Mutter: GILLIAN`S CHOICE ABIGAIL

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1525

Wurftag: 17.12.2012

racy, of good size, has a very good head shape, well set ears, good eye shape but prefer

the eye a little bit darker, good bone and feet, correct rib, well developed thigh, tail set is

slightly on the lower side, moves with good drive from the rear, holds a reasonable

outline but prefer the tail carriage a bit lower, body condtion good but not in the best of

coat , needs more finish

Bewertung: V4

 

1594 - ALL TRUE MAN VOM PARADIESGARTL
Besitzer: BAUMGARTNER GABRIELA

Vater: ALAMANZA SWEET HOME ALABAMA

Mutter: ALMANZA CIRCLE OF LIFE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1853

Wurftag: 10.07.2015

masculine one piece head, good propprtioned, good eye, adequate neck into chest of

good depth and length, well developed rear, good qúality bone, good feet but prefer them

a little tighter, presented in first class coat and condition, moved with steady, positive



action, but prefer a bit more width in the rear action, holds a balanved outline wehen

covering the ground freely 

Bewertung: V1, CACA

 

Rüden - Gebrauchshundeklasse

1596 - IM SO COOL BLACK BRIANTA
Besitzer: SMUTNA LENKA

Vater: FLATTERHAFT MOVIE STAR

Mutter: CARNIVAL NIGHT BLACK BRIANTA

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/2778

Wurftag: 16.10.2010

masculine dog with racy , very good size, has good skull, correct stop, good foreface,

adequate neck, good depth and length of rib, quality bone and adequate feet, well set

tail, very outgoing,  i profer a touch  more moderation to his rear angulation but moves

witth straidy action in the rrear, holds the balanced picture going round, presented in

verygood coat, would prefer a touch more body covering to complete the picture, 

Bewertung: V1, CACA

 

Rüden - Championklasse

1595 - DELPHINUIMS VOULEZ VOUS
Besitzer: SCARPA LUCIA

Vater: ALMANZA STRONG ENOUGH

Mutter: GINGER CAKE STRONG PEPPER PASSION

Zuchtbuchnummer: ROI 15/45254

Wurftag: 12.10.2014

quality head with good expression, well played ears of good size, good neck, depth bone

and very good feet, racy in body, well developed rear but prefer hocks a little more layed

down and a touch more drive in the rear action, covered the ground holding a nice

outline and with good front reach, presented in first class coat and condition,

Bewertung: 2, Res. CACA

 

1597 - COMPENDIO EYRAN
Besitzer: PAWLAK-SZYMCZAK MONIKA

Vater: BLACK MICA'S FOR THOSE WHO DARE

Mutter: COMPENDIO VANTA VERONA

Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-27650

Wurftag: 02.06.2011

masculine one piece head with good eye shape an dwell placed, good neck into well



assembled front, like his depth an length of fribs, firm outline when covering the ground,

racy and in very goodc oat and condition, prefer his hocks a little more layed down, and a

little more drive in his rear action, balanced and holds a quality picture, 

Bewertung: V1, CACA, Res. CACIB

 

1598 - ENRICO CARUSO VOM MOENCHSKLOSTER
Besitzer: SPERK JULIAN

Vater: ALAMANZA SWEET HOME ALABAMA

Mutter: BEAUTIFUL ANGEL VOM MOENCHSKLOSTER

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1714

Wurftag: 07.04.2014

masculine head with good skull, correct stop, balanced foreface, good ears, very good

neck into well layed shoulders, good bone, balanced racy in his body, good feet would

prefer them a little tighter, tailset is good but like him to use it a little bit more, covered the

ground with a little more strait, presented in good condition and coat of good texture but

not quite in full coat today, 

Bewertung: V3

 

Hündinnen - Jüngstenklasse

1599 - CUIVIENEN GIL-MIRIEL
Besitzer: HARTENBERGER KATRIN

Vater: CUIVIENEN BACK TO BLACK

Mutter: SALASANA NINITCHKA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2153

Wurftag: 10.02.2017

feminine head of good shape, correct type, well placed, good neck, bone, and racy in her

body, well angled rear, covered the ground with good steady gait, presented in good coat

and condition, is balanced but prefer slightly tighter feet and more width in her rear

action, 

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND

 

Hündinnen - Jugendklasse

1600 - FAITHFUL PERRO COBRADOR
Besitzer: SAR URSZULA

Vater: COMPENDIO EYRAN

Mutter: STEPLINE PERRO COBRADOR

Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-34971

Wurftag: 03.11.2016



feminine young lady with good head and expresision, has a balanced body shape, good

breed type, is racy, presented in very good coat, moved freely with good rear action,

holds a nice outline, needs time do fillin the frame, would prefer a little more body

coverage and slightly tighter feet, 

Bewertung: V

 

1601 - AMBER SEA OF BESKYD HILL
Besitzer: BOLFOVA JANA

Vater: FLATTERHAFT JIMMY CARTER

Mutter: ABIGAIL TULIP ROCK ON FIRE

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/4930

Wurftag: 30.06.2016

has quality bone and a balanced framework, good head shape - neck and well layed

shoulder, covered the ground freely with good action, presented in first class body

condition and coat, would just like her to show herself off to give the best picture, prefer a

little more width in her rear action, has a nice outline and tail lift when going round,

Bewertung: V4

 

1602 - FUNSTUFF GINGERBREAD COOKIE
Besitzer: SVOBODA MONIKA

Vater: STARTWORKERS ROCK MY WORLD

Mutter: CACI'S RISE AND SHINE IN VIENNA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2080

Wurftag: 29.10.2016

feminine and racy, good depth and length of rib, strong in her loin well set tail, good

action, free ground covering movement holding  a nice outline when taken at the right

pace , presented in good coat, like her overall balance, she will have a bright future

Bewertung: V1, JB

 

1603 - DAREN Z ANDELSKEHO VRCHU
Besitzer: KUDLACOVA HANA

Vater: OUT OF THE WILD BLACK BRIANTA

Mutter: ALICIA Z ANDELSKEHO VRCHU

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/4902

Wurftag: 24.06.2016

feminine and of good size, balanced head, good neck, into well laid shoulder, very good

feet, good legs, well angled rear, at the correct stage of developement for her stage,

covered the ground with steady free action, just needs time to fill in her frame, very

promising youngster



Bewertung: V

 

1604 - SHELLFIELDS ARIZONA SUNRISE
Besitzer: KÖCHER ANDREAS

Vater: FLATAHOLICS ALL OR NOTHING

Mutter: GILLIAN`S CHOICE CRAZY DYNAMITE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2084

Wurftag: 18.12.2016

feminine but up to size, racy, has a good topline and tailset, ample bone, prefer tighter

feet, needs to develeop in her forechest, prefer hocks to be more layed down, outgoing

and in very good condition, prefer more width in her rear action, liker her breed type but

she will take time to mature in the frame, 

Bewertung: V

 

1605 - BEVERLY BLACK DREAM VOM PARADIESGARTL
Besitzer: RICAR ANNEMARIE

Vater: ANGELUSPARKS IV JAY GATSBY

Mutter: ALMANZA CIRCLE OF LIFE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2024

Wurftag: 29.08.2016

feminine lady of good size, quality bone and very good feet, balanced head, good depth,

strong in her loin, well developed rear, good body coverage, moved steadily with good

front action and is presented in very good coat, 

Bewertung: V

 

1606 - TERCINTA TOO BUSY BEING AWESOME
Besitzer: SCARPA LUCIA

Vater: BRIGHTMOOR TOO MUCH INFORMATIO

Mutter: COMICS SWING IT LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: NO55532/16

Wurftag: 15.10.2016

feminine racy and holds a balanced outline, good head shape eye and expression, good

length of neck, well layed shoulder, rear angulation and set of tail, covers the ground with

good free action holding a nice picture, just needs a lots of time to fill in the framework, 

Bewertung: V3

 

1607 - GILLIAN`S CHOICE JUST LOVELY
Besitzer: Mag WOLFSGRUBER ELISABETH MAG.



Vater: FLATTERHAFT REBEL YELL

Mutter: CACI'S GILLIANS AND CHOICE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 2056

Wurftag: 20.10.2016

feminine balanced head, good bone and very good feet, good length of neck, just needs

to drop in depth a little bit more, well set tail and adequate rear angulation, racy of good

size, in very good coat condition, covered the ground with positive steady reach, just

prefer a little mor reach in her rear action, needs time to fill in the frame

Bewertung: V2

 

Hündinnen - Zwischenklasse

1608 - TOFFEDREAMS FOR LOVE FOR HATE
Besitzer: SAR URSZULA

Vater: CALZEAT DEAL OR NO DEAL

Mutter: TOFFEDREAMS LEADING LADY

Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-34522

Wurftag: 17.05.2016

feminine onepiece head with good eye shape, well set ears, good length of neck, good

length and depth of rib, racy in outline, prefer hocks to be more layed down, and a bit

more width and drive in her rear action, outgoing, has the basic requirements, is not in

the best coat condition, 

Bewertung: V3

 

1609 - FUNSTUFF FLIP A COIN
Besitzer: STARK CLAUDIA

Vater: CACI'S HIT THE ROAD JACK

Mutter: CACI'S LOVE-LETTER TO VIENNA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1944

Wurftag: 11.01.2016

feminine and racy, of good size, good head shape and expression, well placed ears of

good size, good depth, strong in her loin, well angled rear, good feet, to be very critical i

like a little more bone but is balanced and presented in very good coat and condition

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

 

1610 - FLATAHOLICS CUTE AS MUM
Besitzer: KÖCHER ANDREAS

Vater: ALMANZA GET A GRIP

Mutter: FLATAHOLICS ALL INCLUSIVE



Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1980

Wurftag: 13.02.2016

feminine and up to size, but is balanced, very good head and expression, good clean

neck into well assambled front, strong in her loin, well developed thigh, very good tailset

and very good body condition just needs to fillin the frame to complete picture, wenn

taking at the correct pace she is showing a nice outline,

Bewertung: V1, CACA

 

Hündinnen - Offene Klasse

1611 - ANEYRON AFTERGOW EFFECT
Besitzer: KOTIKOVA PETRA

Vater: ALMANZA BURBERRY GOODIEBAG

Mutter: EXOTIC SPIRIT Z MOKRE HORY

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/5002

Wurftag: 01.07.2015

feminine head with good eye shape, adequate neck, well layed shoulder, good depth and

length of rib, strong loin, prefer hocks a little more layed down, quality bone, liked her

overall balance and size, prefer more width in her read action but she moves with a

steady and clean front action, nice presented

Bewertung: V

 

1612 - DAKOTASPIRIT NO LIMITS NO LAWS
Besitzer: LENDARO LAURA

Vater: DAKOTASPIRIT JUST LIKE JESSE JAMES

Mutter: DAKOTASPIRIT SEI NELL'ANIMA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ROI 14/88130

Wurftag: 11.05.2014

 

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

 

1613 - ANGELUSPARKS IV JE T'AIME
Besitzer: BAUMGARTNER GABRIELA

Vater: CASTLEROCK MAGIC'S DREAM ABOUT FENWOOD

Mutter: ANGELUSPARKS HIP'S BELISAMA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1934

Wurftag: 21.08.2015

feminine balanced and racy, good onepiece head, with well placed ears, good neck into

well assambled front, good depth of rib and i liked her width in the rear action, well set



tail, balanced frame, just needs time to mature and complete the picture

Bewertung: V3

 

1614 - FLATAHOLICS BETWEEN THE SEAS
Besitzer: KÖCHER ANDREAS

Vater: CACI'S DARK CHOCOLATE OF LOVE

Mutter: FLATAHOLICS ALL INCLUSIVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1740

Wurftag: 17.07.2014

good skull and foreface, nice eye and expression, adequate neck into well assambled

front, good depth, rib and strong in her loin, moderate rear angulation, like her overall

size and shape, moved with steady gait but prefer more width and drive in her rear

action, in good body condition, not in her best coat today

Bewertung: V4

 

1615 - AMAZING GRACE VOM PARADIESGARTL
Besitzer: RICAR ANNEMARIE

Vater: ALAMANZA SWEET HOME ALABAMA

Mutter: ALMANZA CIRCLE OF LIFE

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1856

Wurftag: 10.07.2015

feminine balanced and has very good bone quality, good feet, depth of rib, still racy in

her outline, has a well developed rear, moved with positive steady gait , just like a lightly

lower tail carriage, needs to time to full in the full picture

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

 

1616 - CACI'S RISE AND SHINE IN VIENNA
Besitzer: WILFINGER ELFRIEDE

Vater: BLACK MICA'S FOR THOSE WHO DARE

Mutter: CCI'S SHINES IN THE DARK

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1769

Wurftag: 06.06.2014

feminine head with good expression and of good shape, good neck into well laid

shoulder, good depth of rib, well developed rear, good bone, tail action, not in her best of

coat today, moved with free gait but prefer more width and drive in her rear action, needs

more finish to complete the picture but like her overall qualitiy

Bewertung: V

 



1617 - GILLIAN`S CHOICE FUNTASY
Besitzer: MALECEK MICHAEL

Vater: COMPENDIO EYRAN

Mutter: GILLIAN`S CHOICE BLACK PASSION

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1767

Wurftag: 03.10.2014

feminine, has strength but is not overdone, racy in her outline good head shape and

expression, like her depth , strength of loin, moved with steady positive action, presented

in good coat and condition, prefer slightly tighter feet and  hocks just to be a little bit more

down

Bewertung: V1, CACA

 

Hündinnen - Gebrauchshundeklasse

1618 - ROWENA BLACK BRIANTA
Besitzer: Nesporova Jana

Vater: DON´S ALSKLING PA VAGEN

Mutter: I´M SO CUTE BLACK BRIANTA

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/3853

Wurftag: 04.10.2013

up to size, balanced and racy, good head shape, neck and depth of body, free and

active, prefer a touch more shorter in the loin, moved over the ground with good reach,

holding a nice outline but prefer a little more width and drive in her rear action

Bewertung: V1, CACA

 

1619 - DAKOTASPIRIT LIGHT MY FIRE
Besitzer: LENDARO LAURA

Vater: DAKOTASPIRIT JUST LIKE JESSE JAMES

Mutter: DAKOTASPIRIT SEI NELL'ANIMA

Zuchtbuchnummer: ROI 14/88128

Wurftag: 11.05.2014

 

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

 

1620 - ALSA POLARNI VLK
Besitzer: Bartakova Ivana

Vater: DIESEL OASIS OF PEACE

Mutter: BABOO Z ANDELSKEHO VRCHU

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/4424



Wurftag: 26.04.2015

up to size but is balanced, racy and has very good bone quality, very good feet, nice

head shape, adequate neck, good depth and length , prefer hocks to be a little mre laid

down, would like a liite more width in her rear action, psoitive front action would like more

reach in front whe going round, presented in good body condition

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

 

Hündinnen - Championklasse

1621 - GILLIAN`S CHOICE CRAZY DYNAMITE
Besitzer: SIMETINGER SABRINA

Vater: ALMANZA LIVING LEGEND

Mutter: NEALA`S GILLIAN ANDERSON

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1488

Wurftag: 24.04.2012

has strength, is balanced, racy, very good head shape and expression, good neck into

well assambled front, good bone and very good feet, well developed rear, in good

condition but not quite in full coat, moved with steady free gait,

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA, Res. CACIB

 

1622 - RENIE AMYFLATT OF BLACK BRIANTA
Besitzer: KOTIKOVA PETRA

Vater: DON'S ÄLSKLING PA VAGEN

Mutter: I´M SO CUTE BLACK BRIANTA

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/FCR/3851

Wurftag: 04.10.2013

feminine, racy, and up to size but balanced, good bone and feet, good head shape and

ears, adequate neck into well laid shoulder, like her depth and overall type, moved with

good front action, prefer more width and drive in her rear, but overall good picture

Bewertung: V3

 

1623 - ALMANZA CIRCLE OF LIFE
Besitzer: RICAR ANNEMARIE

Vater: TORPEDOS WOODOO MAGIC

Mutter: ALMANZA BAG OF TRICKS

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1451

Wurftag: 29.08.2011

like her overall size, balance and raciness, very good bone and feet, feminine, classical

head, good neck, good depth and first class coat and condition, holds lovely outline



going round, has very good front action, but would prefer a bit more width in her rear

action , a top quality young lady  

Bewertung: V1, CACA, CACIB, BOB

 

1624 - GILLIAN`S CHOICE FUNTASTIC
Besitzer: Mag WOLFSGRUBER ELISABETH MAG.

Vater: COMPENDIO EYRAN

Mutter: GILLIAN`S CHOICE BLACK PASSION

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/FCR 1768

Wurftag: 03.10.2014

feminine, racy of good size, holds a nice outline, good bone and feet, but still needs more

coverage and finish to complet the picture, not in full coat today, prefer a little more width

and drive in her rear action, has many breed qualities to appreciate

Bewertung: V4

 


